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NEW QUESTION: 1
What happens when you attempt to compile and run the following
code?
# include &lt;iostream&gt;

# include &lt;deque&gt;
# include &lt;list&gt;
# include &lt;queue&gt;
# include &lt;vector&gt;
using namespace std;
int main()
{
deque&lt;int&gt; mydeck;list&lt;int&gt; mylist;
vector&lt;int&gt; myvector;
queue&lt;int&gt; first; queue&lt;int&gt; second(mydeck);
queue&lt;int&gt; third(second); queue&lt;int, list&lt;int&gt;
&gt; fourth(mylist);
fourth.push(10);fourth.push(11);fourth.push(12);
queue&lt;int, vector&lt;int&gt; &gt; fifth(myvector);
fifth.push(10);fifth.push(11);fifth.push(12); // Line I
while(!fifth.empty())
{
cout&lt;&lt;fifth.front()&lt;&lt;" "; // Line II
fifth.pop(); // Line III
}
while (!fourth.empty())
{
cout &lt;&lt; fourth.front() &lt;&lt; " ";
fourth.pop(); // Line IV
}
return 0;
}
A. compilation error in line IV
B. compilation error in line I
C. program outputs: 10 11 12 10 11 12
D. compilation error in line III
E. compilation error in line II
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following are prerequisites when configuring a
server to use SAN boot? (Choose two.)
A. A boot LUN must contain an installation of an operating
system.
B. A virtual media device must be accessible from the server.
C. The local disk must be the primary disk in the boot order.
D. The Cisco UCS domain and the SAN storage device must be able
to communicate.
E. The global boot policy must be attached to a service profile
template.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which DSL encapsulation method requires client software running

on the end-user PC that is directly connected to a DSL modem?
A. ATM
B. PPP
C. L2TP
D. PPPoE
E. PPPoA
Answer: D
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